KermaTDI Injector Processing Form

Please print 2 copies and include one with your injectors or injector cores and present one to the shipping agent when they are processing your shipment.

KermaTDI Invoice #: ______________________________
Name on Invoice: ______________________________
Phone #: ______________________________

**NOTE: VE Injector value is $600.00 USD. PD Injectors are $1300. Please insure and send all packages SIGNATURE REQUIRED to avoid loss or damage and keep a record of the tracking number

**ATTENTION SHIPPER:** Injectors are empty of fuel, and not hazardous in any way.

Preferred shipping is either:
- USPS Priority Mail Flat Rate (Small / Medium Flat Rate Box)
- FedEx Express or Ground Services
- UPS Ground or Express (your packaging)

**PACKING PRECAUTIONS**

**VE INJECTORS:**

We Request that you NOT use packing peanuts. Zip-lock bag the individual injectors to prevent any residual drips in transit. 1 or 2 pieces of small bubble wrap are sufficient to protect the steel injector bodies and secure the #3 injector wire, if applicable, to prevent damage in transit. PLEASE REMOVE the #3 banjo bolt, 2 washers, and fitting. These can be easily reinstalled later (finger tight + 45 deg just enough to crush down on the washer) or new bolt, fitting, and washers can be purchased on our store.

**PD INJECTORS:**

Please take SPECIAL CARE with these injectors. They have very delicate internals. BUBBLE WRAP each Injector individually to prevent damage during shipping
***NOTE FOR CANADIAN / INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS: YOU the shipper are responsible for customs and duties, any shipment sent “Customs Collect” will be charged a $25 handling fee plus actual customs charges and fees before releasing injectors for return to you.

Ship to:
KermaTDI
Attn: Injector Processing { Invoice # }
5737 S. Graphite Way
Meridian, ID  83642
1-877-KERMA TDI (877-537-6283)